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others	 are	not	 quite	 as	 convincing	 in	 positioning	 some	 elements	 as	 central	
to	indigenous	peoples’	traditions	in	their	present	territorial	or	other	political	
struggles.		Furthermore,	it	should	be	noted	that	the	articles	are	predominantly	
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	 Nigel	 Smith	 has	 produced	 a	 beautifully	 illustrated	 volume	 on	 the	
practicalities	of	natural	resource	management	around	the	mouth	of	the	Amazon,	
with	a	particular	focus	on	Marajó	Island.		In	ten	chapters	he	provides	detailed	














ago	 to	 the	 collapse	of	 the	 rubber	boom	and	 its	 aftermath	 in	 the	 twentieth	
century.		The	following	seven	chapters	deal,	respectively,	with	livestock	ranching,	
several	useful	species	of	palm	trees,	wild	fruits,	agriculture,	 logging,	fishing,	
and	hunting.	 	The	 tenth	and	final	 chapter	briefly	discusses	 the	 threats	 and	
possibilities	of	economic	globalization,	mentioning	timber	extraction	as	 the	
most	recent	boom-and-bust	cycle	in	Amazonia,	opportunities	for	ecotourism,	
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